We study electromagnetic plane wave diffraction by a hollow circular cone with thin walls modelled by the so-called impedance-sheet boundary conditions. By means of Kontorovich-Lebedev integral representations for the Debye potentials and a 'partial' separation of variables, the problem is reduced to coupled functional difference (FD) equations for the relevant spectral functions. For a circular cone, the FD equations are then further reduced to integral equations, which are subsequently shown to be Fredholmtype equations via a semi-inversion by use of Dixon's resolvent. We then solve the integral equations numerically using an appropriate quadrature method. Certain useful further integral representations for the solution of 'Watson-Bessel' and Sommerfeld types are developed, which gives a theoretical basis for subsequent calculation of the far-field (high-frequency) asymptotics for the diffracted field. Based on this asymptotics, the radar cross section in the domain, which is free from both the reflected and the surface waves, has been computed numerically.
Introduction and problem's formulation
Diffraction by a conical surface is one of most important canonical problems in the diffraction theory. By the present time, an essential progress has been achieved in diffraction by cones with ideal or perfect boundary conditions, both in acoustical and in electromagnetic settings (see, e.g. Felsen, 1957; Jones, 1964 Jones, , 1997 Borovikov, 1966; Cheeger & Taylor, 1982; Smyshlyaev, 1989a Smyshlyaev, ,b, 1990 Smyshlyaev, , 1993 latter line by studying a particular problem of diffraction by a hollow circular cone with impedancesheet boundary conditions.
While the problem we are considering is physically well motivated, from the mathematical viewpoint it is particularly attractive as containing various earlier studied models, both with ideal and nonideal boundaries, as particular or limiting cases. At the same time, one has to deal with some novel effects of coupling, which provides in total a good test ground for advancing appropriate technical tools, both analytical and numerical, as we are aiming in this work. One particular technical novelty introduced in this work for problems involving conical scatterers with non-ideal boundary conditions is the reduction of the Kontorovich-Lebedev (KL) integral representation to a 'Watson-Bessel' (WB) one, with its subsequent transformation to Sommerfeld-type integral representations. This provides a theoretical basis for the evaluation of the far field or high-frequency diffracted field, also executed in the present paper for a particular domain of observation directions.
Specifically, we consider a conical surface, in particular but non necessarily with a circular cross section, of a small thickness h dividing the space into an 'exterior' part Ω 1 (θ < θ 1 for the circular cone's case) and an 'interior' part Ω 2 (θ > θ 1 ) (see Fig. 1 ). We assume that a plane wave is incident from the exterior and completely illuminates 1 the conical surface S. Of interest are both the scattered field in the exterior part and the transmitted field in the interior part. (Note that one could also consider an incidence from the interior part. In particular, if the observation point is in the exterior part, one can use the 'reciprocity principle' to reduce the problem to the one above with the incidence from the exterior.)
The time-harmonic wave field (with suppressed factor 2 e −iωt whereω is the angular frequency) is characterised by vector functions E(x) (electric field) and H(x) (magnetic field times the intrinsic free space impedance Z = (μ 0 /ε 0 ) 1/2 ), solving time-harmonic Maxwell's equations ikH = ∇ ∧ E, ikE = −∇ ∧ H,
k =ω (ε 0 μ 0 ) 1/2 , both in the exterior domain Ω 1 and in the interior domain Ω 2 . The cone's 'surface' is assumed to be a thin material layer of thickness h, which is much smaller than the wavelength λ in vacuum, with an appropriately scaled high permittivity ε (possibly complex to account for conductivity). By the use of standard asymptotic analysis (Senior & Volakis, 1995; Buldyrev & Lyalinov, 2001) , it is known that the thin surface can be replaced by an asymptotically equivalent zerothickness surface with appropriate jump conditions across it (in the present problem, the 'limit' surface S is, in particular, the circular cone θ = θ 1 ), as reviewed in the next subsection.
The scaling and the asymptotically equivalent jump conditions
First, since h λ = 2π/k, kh 1.
Next, let the dielectric permittivity ε of the layer be much higher than that of the vacuum ε 0 :
We assume that the magnetic permeability μ of the dielectric is coincident with (or marginally different from) that for the vacuum μ 0 , which is usually the case for many materials encountered in practice, although the analysis can in principle be adapted to the case of the contrasting magnetic permeabilities too. Assume finally that the following dimensionless parameter η describing the ratio of the two underlying small parameters is of order 1:
From the physical point of view, the imaginary part of the complex permittivity ε accounts for the conductivity of imperfect dielectrics, namely ε = ε d + iσ/ω, where the reals ε d and σ 0 are dielectric permittivity and conductivity, respectively. Obviously, Re η 0 with Re η = 0 corresponding to a nonconducting ('ideal') dielectric and Re η > 0 relating to an energy absorbing conducting surface sheet. So we assume η to be generally complex with Re η 0, which is reasonable from physical and justified from mathematical points of view, as below.
Then the asymptotic jump conditions (Senior & Volakis 3 , 1995; Buldyrev & Lyalinov, 2001) happen to look somewhat similar to the Leontovich impedance-type boundary conditions and are expressible in terms of the above parameter η, which is the so-called surface sheet impedance. 2 We adopt here the time-harmonic factor e −iωt rather than e jωt with j being the imaginary unit. The tradition in the literature is in this respect split about equal, while both approaches are obviously equivalent, e.g. by formally identifying j = −i.
3 The formula (2.51) in Senior & Volakis (1995) is consistent with selecting η := i(kh(ε/ε 0 − 1)) −1 , which is asymptotically equivalent to (2) for |ε| ε 0 . [E − (E • n)n] = 0,
Here, n is the unit normal vector to the conical surface S (in the present problem, we select n to point into the cone, i.e. inside the interior domain Ω 2 ) and the square brackets [•] denote henceforth the jump of the function inside the brackets, which may be discontinuous across the surface:
Here, x is an appropriate point on the surface S and f 1 (x) and f 2 (x) are the limiting values of f at x in the domains for which n is the outward normal (for the present setting, the exterior domain Ω 1 ) and for which n is the inward normal (the interior domain Ω 2 in our case), respectively. A way of deriving the jump conditions (3) and (4), cf. the above-cited references, is, e.g. by first considering the incidence of a plane wave at a flat layer, and then noting that, to the leading asymptotic order, these jump conditions have the same form as for the planar layer (which implies that the effects of the curvature of the conical surface are described by higher-order terms, as h → 0, and are in our case neglected).
The limiting scattering problem
The usual spherical coordinates (r, θ, ϕ) are related to the Cartesian coordinates (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) via x 1 = r sin θ cos ϕ, x 2 = r sin θ sin ϕ, x 3 = r cos θ.
The origin O of both coordinate systems coincides with the cone's vertex and the x 3 -axis points along the cone's axis outside the cone. A normalized plane wave E 0 , H 0 is incident from the exterior of the cone and is characterized by the angles of incidence θ 0 (0 θ 0 < θ 1 ), ϕ 0 , 5 and the angle of polarization β:
Here, ω ω ω 0 = (θ 0 , ϕ 0 ) is the unit vector in the direction opposite to the direction of incidence or, equivalently, ω 0 is a point (the end point of vector ω ω ω 0 ) on the unit sphere S 2 centred at the vertex O corresponding to the direction from which the plane wave is incident. 6 Unit vectors e θ 0 and e ϕ 0 are tangent to S 2 at ω 0 and point in the direction of increase of θ and ϕ, respectively. Similarly, the point ω = (θ, ϕ) ∈ S 2 corresponds to the direction of observation. The argumentθ (ω, ω 0 ) in cosθ (ω, ω 0 ) = cos θ cos θ 0 + sin θ sin θ 0 cos(ϕ − ϕ 0 ) is the geodesic distance on S 2 between the points ω and ω 0 680 M. A. LYALINOV ET AL.
(or, what is the same, the angle between the vectors ω ω ω and ω ω ω 0 ). In the case of other types of sources rather than the incident plane wave (7, 8), Maxwell's equations (1) may also have inhomogeneity terms on the right-hand sides. The total (incident plus scattered) field has to satisfy Maxwell's equations (1) in both the interior and the exterior domains and the jump conditions (3)-(4) across the conical surface. Additionally, Meixnertype conditions of absence of sources at the cone's tip have to be imposed. Traditionally, we require for this the 'finiteness of energy' near the cone's tip, i.e. the convergence of the integral
where V δ is a ball centred at the tip of a small positive radius δ. It is also convenient to impose a 'vanishing flux' version of Meixner's conditions:
where S j δ , j = 1, 2, are parts within Ω j of the sphere of a small radius δ centred at the tip, e r is the unit vector in the radial direction pointing outside the sphere and the bar denotes the complex conjugate.
Finally, the 'scattered' field should satisfy appropriate outgoing radiation-type conditions when r → ∞ (or some form of 'limiting-absorption' conditions). In the case of 'finite sources' rather than of an incident plane wave, traditional Sommerfeld-type 7 radiation conditions are required to hold (e.g. Bowman et al., 1987, (I.20) ). We shall use their weaker integral form
where S j R , j = 1, 2, are the parts, within Ω j , of the sphere of a large radius R centred at the tip. Then the problem can be shown to be well posed and in particular the uniqueness of its solution can be established, initially for absorbing boundaries (i.e. Re η > 0, k real positive). Namely, the following uniqueness statement holds PROPOSITION 1 Let Re η > 0, Im k = 0, Re k > 0, and let a classical solution satisfy the homogeneous problem (1), (3), (4), (9), (10), (11) and (12). Then it is identically zero.
The proof is given in the Appendix A. The plane wave incidence can be 'defined' as the limit of a point source problem when the source moves away to infinity (cf. Smyshlyaev, 1989a,b; Babich et al., 2000; Klyubina, 2002; Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004) . The Proposition 1 ensures, in particular, that the classical solution of the electromagnetic diffraction problem for the point source illumination is unique. Then, after the mentioned limiting procedure, the solution for the plane wave incidence is also expected to be unique. From the mathematical viewpoint, the limiting procedure itself requires of course a justification. Having the latter at hand, one can ensure well-posedness of the scattering problem for the illumination by the plane wave for real positive k. We also propose another possible way of a well-posed formulation of the diffraction problem, which is based on a kind of the limiting absorption principle having an advantage of appealing to the plane wave incidence directly, as follows.
Namely, even for the plane wave incidence, if initially κ := Im k > 0 (i.e. the medium is absorbing, k = k 0 + iκ with a small positive κ), Re η 0, and for some directions of incidence (which include the case of full illumination of a convex cone), the uniqueness can also be established. More precisely, let the scattered field satisfy the estimates at infinity 8
uniformly with respect to (w.r.t.) the angle variables (θ, ϕ), then one can assert the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 2 Let κ := Im k > 0 and Re η 0. Then a classical solution of homogeneous problem (1), (3), (4), (9), (10), (13) and (14) is identically zero.
The proof is rather straightforward and can be based on the following identity (cf. the Appendix A and in particular (139)) 9 2Im k
Here, n 1,2 10 are the normal vectors external to the domains Ω 1,2 δ,R , which are the parts of Ω 1,2 inside S R and outside S δ ; A, B := 3 j=1 A j B j is the scalar product of (possibly complex) vectors; |A| 2 := A, A . Letting δ → 0 and R → ∞, then exploiting (9), (10), (13) and (14) and taking into account the boundary conditions (3) and (4), we arrive at
The solution for a range of values of η and k (including those non-absorbing), as well as for other directions of incidence can be defined via analytic continuation, including for positive real k (i.e. by a limiting absorption-type procedure). The subsequent construction using the KL transform, further supplemented by 'Bessel-Watson's integral'-type transformations of the KL integral, see below, ensures the existence of such an analytic continuation. Therefore, the above representations are valid for the real wave numbers and give the unique solution understood in the sense of the limiting absorption.
This completes the formulation of the problem, and we describe next the anticipated high-frequency/ far-field pattern of the total field.
The far-field pattern
One can see that the nature of the jump conditions (3)- (4) is such that, away from the conical tip, the (high frequency) incident wave partly reflects with appropriate reflection coefficient back into the exterior domain in accordance with the reflection law of geometrical optics (GO) and partly transmits through this surface without refraction, i.e. without changing the direction after crossing the surface S, with an appropriate transmission coefficient.
Apart from this, in a usual fashion, a wave with a spherical front diffracted by the vertex of the cone is generated and is of particular interest. Developing and implementing a method for evaluating the corresponding diffraction coefficients in the domain not illuminated by the reflected or transmitted rays is one of the main goals of the present study.
A detailed study of several other issues, including the derivation of the other components in the farfield (high-frequency) asymptotics, will be postponed for further publications. This includes important problems of dealing with the effects of the waves reflected from the surface back into Ω 1 as well as transmitted into Ω 2 as well as of the 'surface waves of the Rayleigh type' initiated in the vicinity of the conical surface. An experience gained from studying the scalar problem of diffraction by an impedance cone indicates that the surface waves do exist (Lyalinov, 2003 (Lyalinov, , 2009 (Lyalinov, , 2010 . Their possible type (electric or magnetic) is anticipated to be specified by the sign of the imaginary part of the surface sheet impedance η. Another important issue in the diffraction by conical surfaces is dealing with the effect of the so-called singular directions (cf. Babich et al., 2000 Babich et al., , 2004 , which correspond to the surface of termination of the rays reflected from the cone. In these directions, the diffraction coefficients become singular as typical for a special transitional boundary-layer asymptotic behaviour. A uniform asymptotics of the reflected and scattered fields should be constructed in this case (cf. Babich, 2006) . On the other hand, the vertex-diffracted wave in the interior domain Ω 2 is likely to develop a special singularity on approaching the 'forward' direction, i.e. the direction of a continued propagation of the transmitted wave into Ω 2 . The wave field in the vicinity of a limit transmitted ray, i.e. the ray going straight through the vertex, is expected to have a complex behaviour due to the interference of the transmitted (or incident in the case of a non-full illumination of the cone) wave and of various 'secondary' waves originated due to the interaction with the conical point.
The structure of the rest of the paper is the following. Next section expresses the solutions in terms of the Debye potentials and derives appropriate jump conditions on the conical surface for the potentials. Section 3 expresses the potentials in terms of KL integrals and derives boundary-value problem for related spectral functions. Section 4, in the case of a circular cone, reduces the problem for the spectral functions to a system of functional difference (FD) equations in the complex plane and reduces it further to a system of integral equations whose Fredholm properties are then established. Section 5 develops a further transformation of the KL integrals into those of WB type with their subsequent transformation into Sommerfeld-type integrals, studies regularity properties of the Sommerfeld transformant and applies these to deriving complex integral representations for the diffraction coefficients in terms of the spectral functions. Section 6 describes a numerical algorithm for evaluation of the diffraction coefficients (in the part of the exterior domain free from the reflected wave) and presents and discusses the computational results.
The strategy for evaluating the diffraction coefficients for the semi-transparent cone
We exploit a key observation that the nature of the above-formulated scattering problem, and in particular of the 'impedance-type' jump conditions (3)- (4), is such that a considerable part of the approach recently developed for the cones with 'true' Leontovich-type impedance boundary conditions (e.g. Bernard, 1997; Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004) goes through with appropriate technical modifications (and often with more involved algebra). On the other hand, this has motivated us to develop certain technical novelties in the generic approach (in particular developing a WB transformation of the KL integrals with subsequent reduction to Sommerfeld-type integrals), which has, in our opinion, certain advantages compared to, e.g. the approach in Bernard & Lyalinov (2004) and is indeed believed to be applicable to a wider set of problems.
The Debye potentials
As well as, e.g. in Smyshlyaev (1993) and Bernard & Lyalinov (2004) , the present problem can also be reformulated in terms of the Debye potentials, u 1 and v 1 in the exterior domain as before, but additionally also u 2 and v 2 in the interior domain:
in Ω 1 and, similarly,
in Ω 2 . The above Debye potentials are required to satisfy the Helmholtz equations in Ω 1 and Ω 2 , respectively:
automatically ensuring thereby that the wave fields (E, H) satisfy Maxwell's equations (1) both in Ω 1 and in Ω 2 . In this paper, the following convention is adopted for the scattered potentials u s j and v s j , j = 1, 2:
The 'incident' Debye potentials u 0 and v 0 in Ω 1 are the same as in the case of an impedance cone (Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004) or indeed as in the case of a perfectly conducting cone (Smyshlyaev, 1993) . We give their expressions later in the paper in terms of the so-called spectral functions. As usual, additional conditions have to be imposed to ensure that the scattered parts satisfy appropriate radiation (or limited absorption) conditions and Meixner's conditions. Sufficient conditions for the wave field to satisfy the requirement of local integrability (9) are the estimates
for small enough r uniformly w.r.t. angular variables. Let us then assume that
uniformly w.r.t. (θ, ϕ), with (22) surviving formal differentiation in r as well as ω = (θ, ϕ). 11 Then we have that, as r → 0, e.g.
and conclude from (21) that
Now we turn to the radiation conditions for the scattered field potentials u s j and v s j , j = 1, 2. 12 For simplicity, we assume that the plane incident wave illuminates the conical surface 'completely'.
Consider a unit sphere centred at the vertex of the cone. The conical surface S separates the sphere into two parts, M 1 and M 2 corresponding to Ω 1 and Ω 2 , respectively, with the boundary l. We introduce the length of the geodesics (broken for the reflected wave, see also Babich et al. (2000) and Bernard & Lyalinov (2004) , for definitions ofθ (ω, ω 0 )) on the unit spherê
whereθ (ω , ω 0 ) is the (geodesic) distance between the points ω 0 and ω on the unit sphere. The domain M 1 can in turn be subdivided into two parts M 1 = {θ, ϕ :θ (ω, ω 0 ) > π }, the angular domain where only the spherical wave from the vertex propagates to infinity, and M 1 = {θ, ϕ :θ (ω, ω 0 ) < π }, the subdomain containing in addition the rays reflected from the cone's surface. The common boundary σ of M 1 and M 1 is the curve of the so-called singular directions (corresponding to the directions where the reflected wave terminates, cf. Babich et al., 2000) . In the subdomain Ω 1 of Ω 1 corresponding to M 1 , i.e. to those directions satisfying 13
the conditions at infinity are required to have the form
11 More precisely, we assume that, e.g. u j = U j (ω)r p + o(r p ) with U j smooth away from the interface l defined below, and
By the scattered fields, we understand 'total less incident' fields in the exterior domain Ω 1 and the total field in the interior domain Ω 2 . 13 In some of our publications, this domain is also called 'oasis'. where D u 1 ,v 1 (ω, ω 0 ) are smooth functions of ω satisfying (25), away from the singular directions σ where they can blow up. In the subdomain Ω 1 corresponding to M 1 , i.e. tô
the potentials should, together with (26), also contain, asymptotically for large kr , a part corresponding to the wave reflected from the cone and the surface waves. The singular directions form the surface ∂Ω 1 in Ω 1 corresponding to σ , i.e.θ
REMARK 1 In the same manner, in the domain Ω 2 for those directions satisfying
we also anticipate to extract from the scattered field potentials u s 2 , v s 2 , beside the transmitted wave and the surface wave, a part related to the spherical wave scattered by the vertex
where D u 2 ,v 2 (ω, ω 0 ) are some smooth functions.
The total field in Ω 2 is the sum of the transmitted and spherical diffracted waves. The contribution of the surface waves is negligible outside a small neighbourhood of the conical surface. A vicinity of the forward directionθ(ω, ω 0 ) ∼ π is anticipated to display a complex interference behaviour in Ω 2 with a special asymptotic pattern.
Finally, the potentials u s 1 , v s 1 , u s 2 and v s 2 have to satisfy appropriate jump conditions across S to ensure that the conditions (3)-(4) are satisfied. Those are described next.
Jump conditions for the Debye potentials
Like the actual fields E and H, the Debye potentials u and v (which are u 1 , v 1 in Ω 1 and u 2 , v 2 in Ω 2 ) are expected to have jumps across S. We adopt for those jumps the notation (5), specializing to
where the values for both u 1 = u 0 + u s 1 and u 2 = u s 2 are evaluated at the same point on the surface S of a cone, which does not need having a circular, though a smooth, cross section.
As in the case of impedance boundary conditions (Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004) , it is convenient to introduce an orthogonal right-handed vector basis e r , n, e s , where n is the unit vector normal to S pointing into Ω 2 , e s is the unit vector tangent to S and orthogonal to e r (hence in the case of a circular cone n = e θ and e s = e ϕ ). Denoting by ∂/∂n and ∂/∂s, the derivatives along n and s, respectively, introduce also the 'spherical' normal and tangent derivatives ∂/∂m and ∂/∂t, respectively, by 14 ∂/∂m := r ∂/∂n, ∂/∂t := r ∂/∂s.
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Then, as a result of substitution of (17) and (18) into (3)- (4), we obtain via routine manipulation
REMARK 2 Note that, owing to the continuity of the quantities in the square brackets in (33)- (34), u 1 and v 1 on the right-hand sides of (35) and (36) could be equivalently replaced by u 2 and v 2 .
We arrive as a result at the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3 Let the potentials u and v be classical solutions (i.e. from C 2 (Ω j \ O), j = 1, 2) of (19) and (33)- (36), and satisfy (22), (23) and (26), (27) in the domain (25). Then the electromagnetic wave field (17), (18) is the classical solution of Maxwell's equations (1) satisfying (3), (4), (21) and having the leading terms of the asymptotics
in the subdomain Ω 1 of Ω 1 corresponding to (25), with some vector functions E E E(ω) and H H H(ω) smooth in M 1 .
The proof of Proposition 3 is straightforward by substitution of the representations (17), (18) into Maxwell's equations and into the boundary and other conditions. The routine details are omitted.
REMARK 3 As long as there is a way of extracting 'spherical wave' parts u sph j , v sph j from the Debye potentials u j and v j , both in the rest of Ω 1 and in Ω 2 , cf. (31) and (32), the corresponding spherical wave components E sph 2 , H sph 2 of the electromagnetic field are accordingly specified via (17), (18). The electromagnetic spherical wave in Ω 2 , e.g. provided (30) is valid (i.e. not too close to the forward direction), is then found to be described by
By definition, E E E, H H H, E E E 2 , H H H 2 are the diffraction coefficients of the spherical wave that are of main interest in numerous applications.
All the four Debye potentials u j , v j , j = 1, 2, can be related to the so-called spectral functions g u 1 , g v 1 , g u 2 and g v 2 , e.g. via the KL transform (see, e.g. Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004 ), as we review next.
Boundary-value problem for the spectral functions

Kontorovich-Lebedev integral representations and the spectral functions
Following the pattern of Bernard & Lyalinov (2004) , in the case of an impedance cone we seek representations for the scattered parts of the Debye potentials u s j , v s j in the form of KL integrals
It turns out that the integrals converge exponentially provided
, and provided the sought so-called 'spectral functions' g u j ,v j satisfy the growth conditions imposed below (see (49)- (51)). In (39), K ν (z) is the modified Bessel function (the Macdonald function)
where H
ν is the Hankel function; in particular,
One of the aims is to reformulate the problem for the Debye potentials as a problem for the spectral functions, thereby separating in a sense the radial variable. To ensure the convergence of the integrals in (39), the wavenumber k has first to be taken to have a sufficiently large imaginary part and the ranges of ω may have to be restricted appropriately too. The condition (40) of convergence in Ω 1 is the same as in (Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004) and in Ω 2 it is given by (41). Varying the argument of k, the integrals can be made convergent everywhere (assuming ω 0 is such that the cone is fully illuminated). Then the solutions are expected to be analytically continued w.r.t. k, including in particular for real values of k.
REMARK 4 An alternative is to seek the representation for u j and v j in terms of 'Watson's' integral over a deformed contour C φ , see Section 5 below, with the 'standard' Bessel functions J ν (z) instead of the modified Bessel functions K ν , with both approaches apparently equivalent. Both approaches have their advantages and limitations and may be supplementing each other for various applications, e.g. for evaluating of the diffraction coefficients in various domains, as we discuss below in Section 5.
For the potentials of the incident plane wave (7)- (8), we have (cf., e.g. Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004) 
The integrals in (43) converge under the conditionŝ
As already remarked above, the alternative approach based on the Bessel functions is free from this limitation, and the corresponding (Watson's) integrals will converge for real k. It also provides the above-mentioned analytic continuation.
The spectral functions g u j , g v j , j = 1, 2, are to be determined, which are meromorphic functions of the complex variable ν even in ν i.e. g u j ,v j (ω, ω 0 , −ν) = g u j ,v j (ω, ω 0 , ν) . Our main aim in the present section is to formulate the problem for the spectral functions in an appropriate functional class, so that it ensures that the potentials constructed by (39) correspond to the classical solution of the problem for the potentials as stated in Section 2 above.
Properties of the spectral functions
Guided by the precedent in diffraction by both perfectly conducting and impedance cones, the spectral functions are first required to satisfy the following growth conditions when |Im ν| → ∞:
with the same functionsθ andθ as above. In (49), (50) and (51), the constant C 0 is independent of ω, ω 0 and ν (hence, in particular, it is uniform w.r.t. real part of ν). The spectral functions g u j ,v j are also required to be regular in a vertical strip containing the imaginary axis, i.e. in
Another natural requirement, also by analogy with the diffraction by an impedance cone (Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004) , is for the boundary values of the spectral functions g u j ,v j S , j = 1, 2, to be regular in the strip Π 1+δ = {ν : |Re ν| 1 + δ}, with some small positive δ.
It can be demonstrated (see also discussion in Bernard & Lyalinov (2004) , Remarks 5, 6) that the regularity properties given above imply the following regularity conditions for certain boundary value combinations of the spectral functions:
(note that (56) follows from (53) assuming appropriate regularity in t),
We shall demonstrate in particular that imposing these conditions is precisely what is necessary for ensuring the boundary conditions for the potentials. It is verified in a traditional manner (see, e.g. Jones, 1964 ) that, provided the spectral functions satisfy the equations
and, in particular, for ν = 1/2,
then u j and v j automatically satisfy the Helmholtz equations. Furthermore, analogously to the case of an impedance cone (Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004) as well as to the case of a perfectly conducting cone (Smyshlyaev, 1993, p. 685 ; see also Bonner (2003) , pp. 165-170, for a detailed discussion), we require g u j ,v j (ω, ω 0 , 1/2) to satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations
(these conditions ensure the absence of sources at the cone's tip to comply with Meixner's condition as well as of the in-going waves, other than the incident waves, to satisfy the radiation/limited absorption conditions). 
Boundary conditions for the spectral functions
Guided further by the analogy with the diffraction by an impedance cone, we will argue that the spectral functions have also to satisfy the following jump conditions. The latter are verified below by a direct substitution of the KL integral representations (39) into the jump conditions (33)-(36) for the Debye potentials and read
and (formally following from the above)
The non-locality in ν of the jump conditions (62)- (68) for the spectral functions is a consequence of a lack of separation of variables in the radial and the spherical components in the related jump conditions (33)-(36) for the Debye potentials u and v. For this reason, the separation of the (spherical) spectral functions from the (radial) modified Bessel (Macdonald's) functions K ν is achieved via employing appropriate functional relations for K ν together with the above-listed regularity properties of the spectral functions. This is what leads to the non-locality in ν, as we clarify below.
We recall again that apart from the (non-local in ν) jump conditions (62)-(68), the sought spectral functions have also to satisfy the regularity conditions (53)-(56). In fact, the latter imply some further regularity properties, which are used in what follows.
Note first that, as a consequence of (53), g u 2 l is also regular in the same strip (|Re ν| < 1 + δ), and hence, owing to (64), inverting the difference operator, one concludes that, globally in ν ∈ C,
Now we are ready to formulate the main statement of this section. (22) and (23) and the conditions at infinity (26) and (27)), provided the inequalities (25) and (40)- (42) are valid.
Verification of the jump and other conditions
As mentioned before, verification of the equations for the potentials is standard, cf. Jones (1964) . Hence, we turn to the boundary and other conditions.
The jump conditions
It is convenient to introduce the following notation:
Then, using the modified Bessel equation and the functional relations for the Macdonald functions
we obtain
In a similar manner, We then substitute the KL integrals (39) in the boundary condition (35) to obtain
Introducing the new variables of integration ν + 1 → ν, ν − 1 → ν, we have
We then intend to deform the above 'shifted' integration contours iR ± 1 back into the imaginary axis. The spectral functions g 0 u,v are regular in the strip |Re ν| < 1 + δ for some small positive δ. When deforming the integration contours, the poles of the integrands are captured. Via the Cauchy residue theorem, the poles at ν = ±1/2 contribute to the non-integral terms. However, there will be no contributions from the poles at points ν 0 = ±1/2 since we required that (see (54) and (55))
is regular in the strip 0 < Re ν < 1 + δ and, in the same manner,
is regular in the strip 0 < −Re ν < 1 + δ. 
The other three jump conditions in (33)- (36) are demonstrated in the same manner, which is omitted here. (23)) ensure the validity of Meixner's conditions (9) and (10) for the wave fields. These estimates are in turn verified by the use of the regularity properties of the spectral functions in the strip Π m+3/2 , m > −3/2, by reducing the KL integrals to those depending on the Bessel function and by appropriate deformation of the integration contours (see, e.g. Bernard, 1997) .
Conditions at the tip The estimates (22) (together with
Conditions at infinity
The behaviour at infinity (26) and (27) is easily verified by making use of the asymptotics of the modified Bessel functions in the integrands of the KL integrals provided the latter remain convergent, which is ensured in turn as long as the conditions (25) and (42) are met. 15 On this way, we further obtain the formulae for the diffraction coefficients in (37) as follows. Indeed, we consider the subdomain of Ω 1 where there are no waves reflected by the conical surface S (which corresponds to the spherical subdomain M 1 ). For this subdomain, the modified Bessel functions in the representation (39) can be replaced by their asymptotics
Sinceθ (ω, ω 0 ) > π , the integrals remain convergent, cf. (49), and one has
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Substituting this into (17), we have, in the spherical coordinates (r, θ, ϕ) (see (6)),
Introducing the notation
the electromagnetic diffraction coefficients are then determined by (37), where
in the domain M 1 . Here, the spherical gradient operator ∇ ω is defined as ∇ ω = e θ ∂ θ + (1/ sin θ )e ϕ ∂ ϕ . Note that, as expected, the above expressions for the diffraction coefficients are formally indistinguishable from those in the case of perfectly conducting cones, with the ideal spectral functions g D and g N replaced by g u 1 and g v 1 , respectively (Smyshlyaev, 1993) . In the exterior supplementary domain M 1 , as well as in the interior domain M 2 , the diffraction coefficients are anticipated to be represented in a more general integral form, which requires an additional analysis. Remark that in the case of a perfectly conducting cone, the diffraction coefficients are expressible by means of the Abel-Poisson summation (Babich et al., 2000) .
Finite Difference equations for a circular semi-transparent cone
In the case of a circular cone, one can try separating further the angular variables in the standard spherical coordinates (θ, ϕ) (see (6)) for the spectral functions. However, contrary to the case of a perfectly conducting cone, the corresponding reductions lead to a problem for FD equations of the second order, which then can be transformed to integral equations of the second kind.
In full analogy with the case of an impedance cone, we represent the spectral functions g u j ,v j (ω, ω 0 , ν), j = 1, 2, in the form of a Fourier series (ω = (θ, ϕ), ω 0 = (θ 0 , ϕ 0 ), θ = θ 1 is the cone's surface): Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004) , where the coefficients R u j , R v j , j = 1, 2, are to be determined,
is the associated Legendre function (see, e.g. Gradshteyn & Ryzhik, 1980; Abramowitz & Stegun, 1972) . For the incident wave, the associated spectral functions g 0 u,v are the same as in Bernard & Lyalinov (2004) ,
where L u and L v are given by (46) and (47). The function (83) satisfy automatically the (59). Substituting these further into (62)- (65) results in (cf. also Bernard, 1997; Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004) :
Here, w(ν) = iν
In (85)- (87), the square brackets [•] have a slightly different meaning than before: the incident field components are excluded from the 'definition' in Ω 1 , i.e. the 'jump' designated by the square brackets is the difference between the values of the scattered fields (i.e. total less incident in Ω 1 and total in Ω 2 ). This jump convention has only been adopted within this section for convenience and is hoped not to cause confusion. To simplify the notation, we also do not display henceforth the dependence on n and ω 0 in the arguments of R u,v and R 0 u,v . The solution of the functional equations is sought in the class of meromorphic functions, which are regular in the strip |Reν| < 1 + δ, vanish exponentially as ν → i∞, and are even, i.e. R u j ,v j (ν) = R u j ,v j (−ν). More accurate growth estimates for R u j ,v j when ν → i∞ follow from the corresponding estimates for g u j ,v j (ω, ω 0 , ν) l , j = 1, 2 (see also (49)- (51)):
The system of FD relations (85)- (87) for functions R u j ,v j (ν) with the above-described regularity and growth conditions has also to be supplemented by additional relations following from (66) to (68). From (67), one has, with the above-adopted jump condition,
The second equation in (66) leads to
From the first equation in (66) using also (90), we obtain
Finally, using in particular (89) and (90) allows one to verify that (68) is automatically valid. The derived system of FD relations (85)- (87) contains four unknown functions R u j , R v j , j = 1, 2. In the next subsection, we reduce it to a system of 'two' functions. (85)- (87) Applying Fourier transform of the theory of S-integral (Tuzhilin, 1973) to (86) (see also Babich et al. (2008) ), one has
Preliminary reduction of the system of FD equations
Next, to deal with (87), use (92) and introduce notation where {R u,v } := R u 1 ,v 1 + R u 2 ,v 2 . As a result, (87) yields
Our next aim is to reduce (85) to equations depending only on
To this end, we use first (92) and (93) in the upper equation in (85). After simple manipulations, we arrive at the following FD equation:
where
In the same fashion, exploiting (94) in the second equation in (85) results in
For further reduction of the difference equations (96) and (98), it is useful to note that from (89) to (91), we have
and
which follows from the previous analysis by straightforward manipulations that are omitted. The system of FD equations (96) and (98) can be written in a compact matrix form
Provided we solve the matrix difference equation (102) in the corresponding class of functions, the spectral functions for the potentials are found via (83). The matrix A(ν) is non-diagonal. With the aim of inverting the difference operator on the left-hand side of (102) for its subsequent reduction to an integral equation, it is convenient to introduce new unknowns ρ ± (ν) by
(see also Bernard, 1997; Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004) . Denoting R(ν) := (ρ + (ν), ρ − (ν)) T , we finally obtain in this way the FD equation 
and also
Now the matrix a(ν) is diagonal and (104) is reduced next to an integral equation which is our ultimate goal.
Reduction to integral equations
Reduction of FD equations to integral equations is quite a traditional tool (see, e.g. Bernard, 1997; Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004; Buslaev & Fedotov, 2001; Lyalinov & Zhu, 2003) . To this end, first, we introduce an auxiliary function Ψ (ν, Λ) (Bernard, 1997) , which is an even meromorphic solution of the equation in ν depending on real parameter Λ.
This function is found explicitly:
r (Λ) := sign 1 2 + Λ (see Bernard, 1997; Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004 , for details of the derivation and the properties of Ψ (ν, Λ)).
Since the subsequent analysis is also quite close to that for an impedance circular cone (Bernard, 1997; Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004) , we display below only the final equations. Introduce a new unknown function by
Λ ± := ±n/ sin θ 1 . Then the resulting system of integral equations of the second kind reads, for imaginary ν:
where W i j (ν) are the entries of the matrix W (ν), and
The first term on the right-hand side of (109) is a solution of a simple homogeneous equation
and has poles at ν = ±1/2, whereas the product (1 − r (Λ))Ψ (ν, Λ)/ cos πν is regular in the strip Π 1+δ , which was assumed. This term depends in (109) on the unknown constant ρ + (1/2) if r (Λ + ) < 0 (n < 0) and on ρ − (1/2) if r (Λ − ) < 0, (n > 0). Both these constants should be known to determine the sought wave field. They are related to each other by (105). Let n > 0, r (Λ + ) > 0. We need to derive one additional linear relation connecting ρ + (1/2) with ρ − (1/2). One has (Ψ (1/2, Λ − ) = 0)
T , are solutions of (109) corresponding to inhomogeneity terms
for χ 2 and S 1 (ν), coinciding with the last term at the right-hand side of (109), for χ 1 . Actually, we should in total solve the matrix integral equations
for three different right-hand sides (as explained below), where B is the integral operator in the second summand at the right-hand side of (109). The corresponding solutions χ 1 , χ 2 , are then substituted into (110).
In the case n < 0 (r (Λ − ) > 0), the required additional (to (105)) linear relation takes the form
The solution of the integral equation (109) is then represented in the form
or
The next section deals with the Fredholm property (which is crucial to ensure numerical solvability) of the operator in (111) or (109).
Fredholm properties of the integral equations
The basic idea of reduction of integral equations to those of the Fredholm type is fairly general and is known as 'semi-inversion'. Namely, a general linear equation (including an integral equation) Ax = f is sought to be represented in the form
where A 1 is an invertible operator with a bounded inverse and K is compact. Then the left regularization
gives a classical equation of the second kind with compact operator A −1 1 K . It is remarkable that in our problem, the semi-inversion can be executed explicitly by use of Dixon's resolvent, analogously to the scalar problem (Bernard, 1997 ; see also Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004) . Demonstration of this fact is traditional by taking into account that the matrix W (ν) has the asymptotics (ν → i∞)
, by an explicit asymptotic analysis of W u (ν) and W v (ν) (see (97) and (99)). The constant matrix N in (115) has the eigenvalues λ 1 = η −1 /2 and λ 2 = 2η with positive real parts, provided Re η > 0. This ensures the existence of the splitting into a boundedly invertible and compact operators in (109), quite analogously to Bernard & Lyalinov (2004) .
Before proceeding with the above, we introduce some notation. Let r(ν) := cos π ν R(ν), where
T is a 2D vector. Then the integral equation (109) can be written as follows:
and S 0 is a known function depending upon the incident field. It is obvious that the upper diagonal entry in Q is zero if r + = 1 (r − = −1) and vice versa: the lower diagonal entry is zero if r − = 1 (r + = −1). We also assume that Q ≡ 0 provided Λ ± = 0, Λ ± = ± n sin θ 1 .
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It is convenient to introduce new variables x = 1/ cos πν, y = 1/ cos π τ . The equation is then considered in L p (0, 1) in the new variables: if ν ∈ (0, i∞), then x ∈ (0, 1). Note that |R ± (ν)| a|ν| c | cos ν(θ 1 − θ 0 )| , and therefore, |r|
So it is reasonable to consider that r ∈ L p (0, 1) as well as S 0 ∈ L p (0, 1). Our aim is to extract the invertible part of the integral operator with a bounded inverse, so that the remaining integral operator would be compact in L p (0, 1). We consider the matrix operator
We note that M ik are 'compact perturbations' of M N because the matrix operator M − M N has the entries
with the kernels such that
which is a sufficient condition for the compactness of the corresponding operator (Kantorovich and Akilov, 1982, see (12) , Chapter 11, Section 3). Indeed, the latter follows from the asymptotic behaviour of Ψ (ν, Λ), ν → i∞, like ν γ for γ = n/ sin θ 1 > 1, (n > 0) 16 and W ik (ν) = N ik + O(1/ν) as Im ν → ∞ and from a simple lemma:
LEMMA 1 Let γ > 1 and p, q be as defined above. Then
Proof of the Lemma follows e.g. from a sequence of estimates , where [γ ] is the integer part of γ , then
2 As a result, (116) can be written in the form
where K is a compact operator
Another observation is that the operator I + 1 π M N can be explicitly inverted (the matrix N can be diagonalized with the eigenvalues λ 1 = η −1 /2 and λ 2 = 2η having positive real parts provided Re η > 0), and the inverse is bounded in L 1 (0, 1). Namely, we exploit the so-called Dixon's resolvent (see, e.g. Titchmarsh, 1937) . We note that the functions from L p (0, 1) on 0 x 1 are also from L 1 (0, 1), and we use Dixon's resolvent in L 1 (0, 1). Recall that the resolvent kernel r λ is known to satisfy the following equation (Reλ > 0):
As a result, we obtain the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 5 Let Reη > 0. Then the operator in the integral equations (111) or (109) is a Fredholm one (i.e. represented as a sum of boundedly invertible and compact operators).
REMARK 5 One can expect that the homogeneous equation (118), i.e. with S 0 = 0, has only trivial solution provided Re η > 0 (cf. Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004) . Since the operator in (118) can be reduced to that of the Fredholm type, we can conclude that the solution of (118) exists and is unique in L p (0, 1) and therefore in L 1 (0, 1). Indeed, if the homogeneous integral equation had a non-trivial solution, we would construct a corresponding non-trivial solution of the original boundary-value problem, which would contradict to the uniqueness in Proposition 2.
This means, in particular, that the operator (I − B), as well as I + 1 π M N , is boundedly invertible and one can apply an appropriate numerical procedure to solve it. We can expect that such a procedure will be convergent and stable.
KL and WB integrals for the potentials. Sommerfeld integral representations
As mentioned earlier, the analytic continuation of the KL integral representation for the potentials for real k requires the use of the WB integral representation. On the other hand, this kind of representation will enable us to study the analytic properties of the Sommerfeld tranformant in the Sommerfeld integral representations for the potentials. The latter representations are most convenient for the evaluation of the far-field asymptotics. So the integral representations (39) can be transformed thereby to a new form that has certain advantages, in particular, for real wave numbers k > 0. This form gives the desired 'analytic continuation' of (39) valid within restrictions (40)- (42). We exploit the functional relation between K ν (z) and the Bessel function J ν (see, e.g. Gradshteyn & Ryzhik, 1980) 
and the evenness of the spectral functions in ν, which transforms the KL integrals (39) into those of the so-called WB-type integrals:
The contour C φ = (e −iφ ∞, e iφ ∞) comprises the positive real axis and all the singularities of the spectral functions located in some strip along the positive real axis, C π/2 = (−i∞, i∞), is the traditional contour in KL integrals (39) (see also Lyalinov, 2004) . It is worth noting that, provided the conditions (40)- (42) hold, the integration contour C φ may coincide with C π/2 and the representation (119) is then equivalent to KL integrals. However, for φ ∈ [0, π/2), the WB integrals in (119) converge exponentially for fixed kr without the limitations (40)-(42), in particular, for real k > 0. This follows from the asymptotics of the Bessel functions J ν (z) ∼ (kr/2) ν /Γ (ν + 1) (ν → ∞, kr is fixed) and from the estimate , e.g. for j = 1,
on the contour C φ as |ν| → ∞. Similar estimates are valid for j = 2. This ensures that (119), always converging for φ > 0, provides the analytic continuation of the KL integral (39). Remark that an alternative approach for KL integrals has been considered by Jones (1980) .
Sommerfeld integral representations
It turns out that the Sommerfeld integral representations are well adapted for the asymptotic evaluation of the potentials at infinity. Exploit the integral representation
where γ = γ + ∪ γ − is the double-loop Sommerfeld contour (Fig. 2 ) (see also Maliuzhinets, 1958) . Substituting this representation into KL integrals (39) and interchanging the order of integration (which can be justified), we arrive at the formulae
It is obvious that, in view of the estimates (49)- (51), the Fourier-type integrals in (122) give the representations of the analytic functions, which are regular (see (50) and (51)) in the strips
Via integration by parts, we also have
d dα
The latter form is more convenient when studying surface waves. The Sommerfeld transformantsΦ u j ,v j vanish exponentially like exp(−(m + 3/2)|Im α|), (m > −3/2) as |Im α| → ∞. When α is real and viewed as time, the transformants solve hyperbolic equations with appropriate boundary and initial conditions (Smyshlyaev, 1993) .
Regularity domains for the Sommerfeld transformants
We turn to discussion of the regularity ofΦ u j ,v j (α, ω, ω 0 ), Φ u j ,v j (α, ω, ω 0 ) and their analytic continuations to a larger domain. We focus mainly on the case j = 1, with j = 2 studied analogously. Provided the spectral function g u 1 ,v 1 admits the estimate (49) in M 1 and (50) in M 1 from the properties of the Fourier integrals, one has thatΦ u 1 ,v 1 (α, ω, ω 0 ), Φ u 1 ,v 1 (α, ω, ω 0 ) are regular in Πθ asθ π and in the strip Π π + , ( > 0 is small) whenθ > π , i.e. in the strip wider than 2π . Actually, the width of the regularity strip is specified by location of the singularities ofΦ u 1 ,v 1 (α, ω, ω 0 ), Φ u 1 ,v 1 (α, ω, ω 0 ) on the real axis (Buldyrev & Lyalinov, 2001) . In particular, when the observation point is in the domain M 1 not illuminated by the rays reflected from the cone, there are no singularities in the strip Π π + .
Consider the domain D C = {α ∈ C : Im α < −C} for some positive constant C. (Note that for this constant, one can get the estimate from below, C |Im ζ u,v |, where sin ζ u = 2η, sin ζ v = 1/(2η), 0 < Re ζ u,v π/2.)
Let D C be the domain symmetric w.r.t. the origin. We wish to prove LEMMA 2 Let g u 1 ,v 1 (ν, ω, ω 0 ) satisfy the following estimate on C φ for any φ ∈ [0, π/2] as |ν| → +∞
Then the function
In other words, the singularities of the transformants are located in the domain C \ D. To prove this, we turn to the representation (119) and exploit the Sommerfeld integral representation for the Bessel functions
where γ − is the lower loop of the contour γ (Fig. 2) . Then interchange the order of integration in (119), which can be justified. This gives where
The contour C φ , φ ∈ [0, π/2), comprises all the singularities of the meromorphic function g u 1 ,v 1 (ν, ω, ω 0 ) in the right complex half-plane, k can be taken real positive, ω ∈ M 1 . Recall that these singularities are in a strip parallel to the real axis. There exists a constant C, such that Ψ (α, ω, ω 0 ) is regular in the domain D C , and this holds for any C φ , φ ∈ [0, π/2) in the formula (129).
Let α ∈ Πθ ∩ D C . Transform the representation (122) to the form
where the contour can be deformed into C φ=0 taking into account the estimates for the integrands. Therefore, taking into account the symmetry of the contour γ = γ + ∪ γ − in (121) (see also (128)), we have
The functions Φ u 1 ,v 1 (α, ω, ω 0 ) admit continuation as a regular function into the domain Πθ ∪ D C and by use of the oddness of
REMARK 6 In the domain D = Πθ ∪ D C , we have the representation The Sommerfeld integrals give the representations for the potentials also for positive real values of k, which is of the main interest in electromagnetic scattering (Bernard et al., 2008) . Provided the observation point is in the domain M 1 not illuminated by the reflected rays θ (ω, ω 0 ) > π , k > 0, the real singularities of the Sommerfeld transformants are located outside the segment [−π, π ] of the real axis. We can apply the saddle-point techniques to (121) and obtain for the spherical wave propagating from the vertex (kr → ∞)
The actual electromagnetic diffraction coefficients are then deduced from (133) to (134) in the same manner as in (80)- (82). Note that, contrary to (79), the expressions (133) and (134) were deduced for positive real wave numbers. The integral in (134) diverges for ω ∈ M 1 and we need to derive alternative expressions for the diffraction coefficients. One could use the analytic continuation of Φ u 1 ,v 1 (α, ω, ω 0 ) w.r.t. α in order to derive an expression for the diffraction coefficients, however, this will not be considered here.
We observe that the diffraction coefficient is connected with the value of the analytic function Φ u 1 ,v 1 (α, ω, ω 0 ) at α = π . In the case of ω ∈ M 1 , this function is regular in the vicinity of π . When the observation point belongs to the domain illuminated by the rays reflected from the cone, there are real branch points in the strip Π π + and other singularities in Π 3π/2 . While deforming the Sommerfeld contour into the steepest descent paths SDP(±π) (Fig. 2) , these singularities (not shown in Fig. 2 ) can be captured and therefore contribute to the asymptotics giving the reflected wave expression (the branch points at ±θ ) and the surface waves (the complex singularities at ±α sw ) (cf. Lyalinov, 2003 Lyalinov, , 2009 Lyalinov, , 2010 Bernard & Lyalinov, 2001a) . However, if these singularities are not in a close vicinity of the saddle points ±π , one can expect that the contributions from the saddle points to the high-frequency (far-field) asymptotics can be isolated, although the integrals representing the diffraction coefficients (134) should be appropriately modified.
Numerical computation of diffraction coefficients for
In this section, we execute a numerical procedure for computation of the diffraction coefficients for domain ω ∈ M 1 . It is similar to that reported in Lyalinov & Zhu (2007) and Bernard et al. (2008) ) with appropriate modifications wherever necessary.
The diffraction coefficients E θ , E ϕ defined in (37) and (80) contain the spectral functions g u 1 ,v 1 (ω, ω 0 , ν) along the imaginary axis. The Fourier coefficients of the spectral functions, R u 1 ,v 1 (ν, n, ω 0 ), are related to the functions χ ± (ν), which are to be found from the integral equations (109). terms of the exact Fourier coefficients of the spectra given above; the respective results of Babich et al. (1996) (cf. also Blume & Krebs, 1998; Klinkenbusch, 2007) , have been included for comparison purposes and confirm our numerical results in this case (an ideal metallic cone). With increasing magnitude of η, the cone becomes more transparent to the electromagnetic wave, weakening the intensity of the diffracted spherical waves as ω ∈ M 1 and reducing the radar cross section. In addition, the radar cross section reduces continuously towards the axis of the cone with θ = 0. Such a behaviour could be physically interpreted in the following way. As implied by the Meixner-type conditions in Section 1.2, no source is located at the tip of the cone. On the other hand, the diffracted spherical waves in the far field (37) looks as if it originated precisely at the tip of the cone. This apparent contradiction can be resolved by noting that the sources of the diffracted waves are located on the shadow boundaries of the GO, the energy hence 'diffuses' transversely, i.e. along the wavefronts of spherical waves from the sources at the shadow boundaries into the domain corresponding to ω ∈ M 1 , and the 'shining tip' is in reality, to follow Sommerfeld, 'an optical delusion'. The fact that the shadow boundaries coincide in the present problem with the singular directions explains the typical decrease of the diffracted waves away from the shadow boundaries (see also Fig. 6 ). To gain a more complete overview of the diffraction behaviour, we display the (normalized) radar cross sections of both co-and cross-polarization in Figure 6 with σ θ defined as
As made clear by Figure 6a , σ ϕ is smaller at ϕ = 180 • than that at ϕ = 0 • . This is to do with the different singular angles: at ϕ = 0 • , it is equal to θ s , the smallest of singular angles, while at ϕ = 180 • , it attains its maximum value. At ϕ = 90 • , σ ϕ , the 'co-polarized' radar cross section, disappears completely, for on this plane, the unit vector e ϕ coincides with the unit vector e x 2 of the Cartesian system, thus is perpendicular to e ϕ 0 = e x 1 along which the electric vector of the incident wave oscillates. This fact also explains why σ θ , the radar cross section of cross-polarization, attains its maximum value on this plane (cf. Fig. 6b ).
Conclusions
In the present work, we have studied a particular physical problem: that of diffraction of an electromagnetic plane wave by a circular cone with thin semi-transparent walls. We exploited the techniques recently developed (Smyshlyaev, 1993; Babich et al., 2000; Bernard, 1997; Bernard & Lyalinov, 2004; Lyalinov, 2003) and advanced and applied them appropriately to the problem at hand. On this way, we constructed appropriate integral representations for the classical solution of the problem and studied the analytic properties of the integral transformants. We also investigated the problems for the Fourier coefficients of the spectral functions and gave the integral expressions for the diffraction coefficients. Furthermore, the diffraction coefficients in the domain corresponding to ω ∈ M 1 have been computed, and numerical results for the radar cross sections for both co-and cross-polarization have been presented. In some sense, the present paper provides a theoretical basis for further detailed investigations of the far-field asymptotics. In particular, in our future publications, we hope to report the study of the Rayleigh-type surface waves, the numerical procedure for the diffraction coefficients outside the domain M 1 , the asymptotics of the wave field in the singular directions, as well as some other topics not fully discussed in the present paper. arriving at
Applying the divergence theorem, we obtain ( n j , E j ∧ H j + n j , E j ∧ H j )dS = 0, j = 1, 2.
(140) Sum up the above equalities for j = 1 and j = 2, exploiting then the continuity (3) of n ∧ E j across C δ,R and the cyclic property of the triple scalar product. We obtain
Taking into account Meixner's conditions (10), we take the limit δ → 0 in (141) and then exploit (4) to yield 
The inequality (142) 
In view of the radiation condition (12), the right-hand side in (144) vanishes as R → ∞, therefore H; L 2 (S R ) → 0. From (142), we hence conclude that n ∧ [H] ≡ 0 identically on C R and hence on S. Therefore, from the boundary conditions (4), we conclude n ∧ E 1 | S = 0, n ∧ E 2 | S = 0.
(145) 
